DUN-N-DUSTED
HOW MUCH DOES OUR SERVICE COST ?
This includes the initial rubbish loading, the following full and thorough sweep - up,
recycling and disposal costs. We recycle 85% of everything we take and unlike skip hire
companies we only charge by the amount of rubbish cleared, so no need to guess the correct
size of container before-hand. Hazardous waste can also be removed on our collection
services unlike skip companies. You cannot put fridges / Tvs / Tins of paint / Gas bottles
ect. Any job Exceeding more than an hour to complete will be charged at £45.00 per hour
Min charge £30
Sizes

For more information on our service's Call our Booking staff FREE on 0800 756 3208.

FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTE PROVIDED ON SITE
We do the best to give customers guidance over the phone, but we cannot quote exact bulk
rubbish collection prices until we see the job. Once at your premises your truck team will
provide you with the exact estimate ( with a no obligation quote ). For rubbish collection and
disposal - all prices are excluding VAT:

RATES BASED ON AMOUNT CLEARED
Our rates reflect the amount of rubbish collected, in most cases, this is based on Volume ( e.
g . how much of the truck is filled ), but collection comprising entirely of heavy materials ( e.
g. Soil , builders rubble & tiles ) will be charged at WEIGHT rates regardless of volume. For
mix general and heavy rubbish, a weight supplement may be added to reflect the additional
disposal costs. All Jobs Are Done In 2 Hour Slots.





Domestic Fridges £25.00
Commercial from £25.00
Tyres £2.00
Gas bottles from £10.00
okings are in 2 hour slots meaning we will turn up in that 2 hour window and your truck team
will call you.
15 - 30 minutes before arrival with an exact arrival time.
Before we start our team will provide you with a full no obligation estimate of how much
clearing and disposal of your waste will cost.

